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I'm almost a hundred percent sure that in the past seven years, I've

held more guns than cleaning rags. I haven't done a chore since I was

fi een, and even then I wasn't sure I was doing it right but I woke up

this morning with a strangely incessant need to clean. Yes, like- rags

to surfaces and sweeping the floor kind of clean. I wasn't entirely sure

why, for most of the morning I was floating through the apartment

trying to ignore that weird urge in me to set things in order, not that I

ever cared about it much before.

I wasn't the trash a hotel room kind of person, but I definitely didn't

care enough to do all I was doing right this a ernoon. It almost felt

misplaced, such a mundane activity- so domesticated and... boring. It

felt foreign, and yet I still did it. Martina barged in about a half hour

ago, catching me with a mop in my hand and a bucket of cleaning

supplies I found under Nat's sink and I don't think she'd ever looked

at me so strangely, not even when I showed up at her door covered in

blood. Even that felt more normal to her.

"I'm starting to think you're bipolar or something." Is the first thing

Martina says to me, plastered on the couch with her feet upon the

co ee table a er nearly an hour of strange, observant looks. a2

"What do you want now?" I hum as I dust the shelves, making sure to

take each book and wipe it down before setting it back in place.

I don't make an e ort to even really look her way, I just let my tasks

unfold with the unavoidable, inescapable commentary that Martina

so generously provided mainly because I had no answer to her

burning questions. As usual, music was playing and I was trying

desperately to play o  the fact that I was actually, with all sincerity,

cleaning the apartment.

"Just yesterday you were all... sulky and disgusting." Martina states,

her voice mu led by the chips stu ed into her mouth.

"And now you're all happy and... still disgusting. Are you fucked in the

head or what?" She hums, tossing a piece of her snack my way as I

snap in her direction.

"I'm the disgusting one? Really?" I deadpan, begrudgingly picking up

her litter and tossing it into the bin.

"It's just weird." She shrugs.

It definitely wasn't weird. People clean, right? They do normal things

like take out the trash and... pay taxes? I was entirely lost. I could talk

about why knives were more practical than guns without missing a

beat and yet, if somebody asked me about taxes, I'm pretty sure I'd

blank out. Martina definitely wasn't helping with the confusion,

throwing little sly remarks that only remind me how out of character

it was of me to actually care about my surroundings.

"Did something happen last night?" She asks a er a few moments of

thoughtful silence. I was only thanking the universe I was turned

away, because the way I choked on my own spit probably would have

said enough.

"What? No. Why would you think that?" I clear my throat, subtly

bolting to the kitchen with the excruciatingly mocking sound of the

mop bucket rolling right with me.

"Because I feel like I missed a chapter or something." Martina,

relentless as usual, follows me into the room, situated right by the

doorway with a hand on her bag of snacks while I go to wash my

hands in the kitchen sink.

"You're being crazy." I call out; hoping the sound of the running water

drowns the way my heart was thumping to break through my chest.

"Am I? Am I really?" She drags out her little hum; I could practically

hear the smirk on her lips as her footsteps fade into the distance.

I nearly drop my head into the sink; releasing a breath I wasn't even

aware I was holding at the confirmation that I was alone. I absolutely

despised the nerves that little girl gave me, her inquisitive stare and

suspicious hums strike a certain fear in me that couldn't be matched

by all the times I was actually interrogated.

And that includes the Russians.

"Did you have a sex dream?" Martina spews as I walk back into the

living room, nearly sending me into a fit of pure shock as I look back

at her in bewilderment.

"A what? Why do you even know these things?" I exclaim, freezing in

my spot as Martina only gives me a deadpanned look.

"I'm thirteen, not three. Get your shit together." She rolls her eyes.

"I did not have a sex dream."

"Are you sure? You look guilty. Was it with the witch?"

"No- stop it!" I seethe, turning on my heel to walk away.

"Was she good? Is that why you're all weird and nervous?" She calls

out, stifling a laugh that only irks me even more as I swing open the

bathroom door.

"I'm not weird and nervous! And It wasn't with her!" I scream back,

slamming the door behind me as I step inside.

I genuinely thought that conversation was done as I strip of my

clothes, but less than a minute later, thundering knocks ring through

the room that almost instantly sends me into a heart attack. With my

discarded clothes clutched to my bare chest, I throw the garments

harshly onto the counter.

"What do you want?" I yell, the tiled walls bouncing the echo of my

irritated voice.

"You said it wasn't with her, so who was it?" I could hear the

crunching of the chip bag, the shu ling of her feet through the cracks

of the door as I step into the shower with a scowl.

"I didn't have a sex dream and if I did, I wouldn't be discussing it with

a thirteen year old kid!" I call back, flipping the water on as silence

only returns from the other side. With relief slowly covering me, it's

shattered once more Martina's unbearable tone.

"Was it Nat?" She says in disbelief, her insinuation sending me into

shock right where I stood. a4

"Wha- No!"

"Oh my god, it's Nat! Cause' she takes care of you and shit! Do you

have mommy issues? I know she's hot but that's still weird." Martina

completely ignores my protest, spiralling into her own thought

process as I fight the urge to beat myself to death with the shower

head. a1

"I'll give you ten bucks to leave me alone right now!" I exclaim, my

forehead hung in defeat and quite frankly, shame, as the water trails

down my body.

"Deal."

I gave her the money.

She still didn't leave me alone.

The rest of the a ernoon- and the first half of the night were spent

with her trying to ' unpack my mommy issues' by throwing out every

possible scenario she could come up with in her head that would

explain why I allegedly had a sex dream about Natasha. Of all people,

I wasn't sure if I should be relieved she was o  the whole trail of what

really happened last night or completely mortified that she was now

on a quest to understand why I have feelings for her guardian.

"Did your mom leave you? Was that it? I mean- no judgement here.

My mom was a meth head who couldn't even remember my name

when she was still around. But then again, I never caught feelings for

Nat." She sighs, sinking into her spot on the couch with a bowl of

le over pasta I reheated from the night before.

"I don't have feelings for Natasha." I grumble, stu ing my face with

food to try and distract myself from the nuisance that was a thirteen

year old girl grilling me about wet dreams.

"I won't judge you. It happens. She's pretty, she saved your ass, and

she's great at killing people. It's the whole package. I kind of get it, in

a weird way." Martina, once again dismissing my words, spews her

thoughts into the air.

"I don't like Natasha like that."

"I wonder if she swings both ways, though. I mean, even if she did I

doubt you'd have a shot but hey, never say never."

"I don't like Natasha! Oh my god!" I explode, successfully grabbing

her attention as she bursts out laughing, nearly doubled over in her

place with a hand on her stomach.

"I know!"

"You what?"

"I know! I was just busting your ass. Of course you don't like Nat,

you're into witches with pretty red hair and magic fingers. It's the

hands, isn't it?" Martina says amidst her laughter, taking amusement

from the utter disbelief smeared onto my face. a2

"Not this again." I sigh in defeat, tending back to my own bowl of food

with the same scowl that never le  since Martina hopped on her

mission to decode why I was ' acting weird'.

"Oh you can't deny this one. I know for sure you like her." Martina

waves her little finger, dismissing me before I even get a word out.

"I have no idea what you're talking about."

"Of course you don't. She doesn't too. As dangerous and powerful as

you both may be, you're oblivious idiots. Complete idiots, I tell you!"

She happily exclaims, still coming down from her laughing fit.

"Oh you should see the way you look at her. You've got these

disgusting googly eyes and you smile when she smiles, it's weird.

Plus, you're always hugging. Still don't know what that's about." She

hums with nonchalance.

"That was like the only two times I've ever hugged her." I defend, but

Martina's already shaking her head before I even get to the end of my

sentence.

"And yet I've never seen you look more at peace. If you didn't annoy

me, maybe I'd even find it cute." She replies in a mumble, mouth full

of pasta as I let out a so  grumble. She's definitely only saying that to

get on my nerves, I'm almost sure of it.

"You don't have to worry, anyway. Not with this one." She says

casually, grabbing my attention as I look to her in curiosity.

"What do you mean?"

"Well, she definitely likes you back."

I'm stuck in silence up until Martina heads out to her place, leaving

me on the couch in a state of disassociation with my mind galloping

away at the echo of her theories, her incredibly inaccurate and

absurd theories. Surely, Wanda and I were merely friends, we had

barely revived ourselves from our hateful past and to even insinuate

that anything could ever be between us was... delusional, isn't it?

Nevertheless, it didn't stop my thoughts from scattering into a mess

of bewilderment and denial. What was even worse was that it was all

sparked by the words of a child, who didn't know a thing about

feelings.

So surely, she was wrong... right?

I was too caught up in invalidating Martina's hasty conclusions to

even remember that I was expecting Wanda to come over, so

naturally, when the knocks echo on the glass behind me, I nearly

jump out of my skin. With all the blood drained from my face, I pull

the curtains back to reveal Wanda, in a similar getup from last night,

only with a di erent jacket and shirt. I li  the latch and slide the glass

up with ease before stepping aside making space for her to crawl into

the apartment.

"You actually came." It slips before I could catch, my thoughts

floundering into the air as Wanda found a steady balance, with both

feet finally planted on the ground.

"Should... I not have?" She stammers lightly, looking to me with

worry sparked in her eyes as I immediately shake my head, moving to

step around her in order to close the window and draw the curtains.

"No, it's fine. Great." I mumble, watching as relief fills her features.

She sends me a small smile before stripping her jacket o  and neatly

placing it on the empty chair by the end of the couch while I'm le

wondering if the awkward, foreign feeling would ever dissipate the

way it did last night. We were just two friends, hanging out. Nothing

weird about it at all, if you look past the whole I'm probably wanted

in three di erent continents and at least fi y countries and she could

definitely get in trouble even being in the same room as me.

"How do you... escape? I'm curious. I'm sure you don't just walk out

the front door." I break the silence as Wanda takes her spot next to

me, nonchalantly taking the pillow and placing it on her lap.

"Steve never locks the roof. I go from there." She replies casually,

running a hand through her hair that was previously restricted by a

cap that she's discarded of as well. a1

"What do you mean you go from there? You just... jump o ? Can you

fly?" The curiosity spills from my tongue, garnering a small smile on

her lips as she hums in thought.

"Well... I can, in... bursts? I'm not too good yet. But technically, I can."

She nods lightly.

Then silence blankets us again, this time only hitting a hundred times

harder. It was like ever since Martina's words, I was hyperaware of

every little thing. The way I looked at her, the way she looked at me,

the way she smiled and the way I actually did have to bite back a

smile of my own. It was definitely just coincidence, because her nose

scrunches a little when she smiles and I find it kind of... cute.

Childlike, even.

"Are you okay?" Wanda asks a er a while, gentle eyes looking to me

with a hint of worry as I wave her o .

"Yeah- yeah of course. Are you hungry? Have you had dinner?" I

quickly veer the topic, afraid that my thoughts would spill through

once more.

"I actually have. I didn't want you to think I was just here for the

food." She smiles again, but lighter than before.

"Oh yeah because I'm an amazing cook." I chuckle sarcastically,

leaning into my spot as she nods.

"You are! It wasn't as bad as you were making it out to be." She

argues.

"You're just being nice."

"I'm not; I'd definitely tell you if it was horrible."

Silence.

"Why did you ask me to come back?" She questions, a hint of

hesitance present in her tone.

"What?"

"Why did you ask for me back?" She reiterates, and I couldn't help but

feel like there was something she was looking for. That the question

wasn't just a question and my answer wasn't just an answer.

"Because I... It gets lonely around here. I like the company." I settle,

and for a split second it was almost as if disappointment washes over

her features- but it was gone before it could even really exist.

"Yeah. Me too."

"So how are things back at the compound?" I ask amidst a small

cough, the uneasiness of the tension weighing on my shoulders as

she perks up.

"It's... silent. I'm not really sure how to describe it, all I know is that

Nat and Steve seem... di erent. It just doesn't feel the same." She

shares in a small sigh, her words sparking my curiosity.

"Would you know why?"

"I'm not sure if it's the mission this weekend or just the thing about

the vote but something is definitely o ." She replies so ly.

"Either way it's because of me, isn't it?" It comes o  more as a

statement than a question, Wanda's eyes filling with empathy as I

only o er her a small, sad smile.

"I'll fix everything, I will." I add, deviating from her gaze to hide the

desolation in mine. I can feel her shi  slightly, a hand moving just an

inch towards me like she was debating on reaching to touch me or

staying in place.

She stays in place.

"I know." She whispers instead and for some reason, disappointment

washes over me briefly.

But before either of us could dive into the sinking atmosphere, the

knob jiggles wildly, restricted by the locks I definitely put in place as

Wanda and I snap to look at each other. In a panic, I mouth for her to

hide in the bedroom and she does, getting up and bolting to the

room with as much subtlety as she could muster as thundering

knocks rattle the space.

"Open the door, asshole. I le  my shit in there!" Martina's mu led

voice seeps through the cracks as I slowly unhook the locks, my heart

beating wildly in place as I swing the door open with the most

nonchalant look I could muster.

"Why is it bolted? You never bolt it." Martina says in confusion,

brushing past me and entering without another word.

"I was doing stu ." I spew in a masked panic, closing the door and

watching her scour the living room for whatever she was searching

for.

"Having more sex dreams?" Martina teases, heading to the couch.

"You going somewhere?" She hums, grasping Wanda's jacket and

holding it up as she turns to me with a raised brow. I nearly choke on

air when I see what was in her hand, my brain spiralling to save the

situation.

"I was cold." I hum.

"Right, cold." She drags out, reluctantly setting it down before

heading to the short corridor.

"Where are you going?" I say a little too quickly, promptly following

her as her hand settles on the knob, turning to me with suspicion

swirling in her eyes.

"The bedroom? Where else?" She says with bleeding sarcasm,

swinging the door open as I hold my breath and expect the worst. I'm

standing in the hallway, waiting for her little screams, waiting for her

to either stomp out with a suggestive smirk or on the phone with

Natasha, still with a smirk and happy she gets to rat me out.

But nothing comes.

So I quickly follow her inside, coming to find an empty room and a

still watchful Martina nearly tearing the covers from my bed until she

finds her phone, tucked under one of the pillows. I try to mask the

confusion currently sweeping me, subtly eyeing the entirety of the

room for any sign of the red headed witch but I come up empty.

Martina swi ly slips the device into her pocket, turning to find me

awkwardly stood by the doorway.

"You're being weird." She states, a hand resting on her hip.

"I'm not being weird."

"You are! I must have gotten something right earlier." Her lips curl

into a careful smirk, eyes picking me apart in amusement as I groan.

"I can't deal with you right now. Can you just leave? I'm tired." I snap,

but it barely phases her.

"You really do have issues, you know that? I get your whole crush on

Nat, now." As she says those words, my heart nearly stops in my

chest, blood draining from my face in the hopes that Wanda did not

just hear one of her stupid remarks. a1

"I don't have a crush on Nat!" I exclaim as Martina pushes past me,

heading back to the front door with nonchalance.

"I'm kidding, I know who you really like." She swings it open, taking a

step outside before turning to me once more.

"Good night!" She sings mockingly amidst a mischievous smirk,

shutting the door and leaving me sinking in shame and irritation as I

hinge the locks back on.

I race back to the bedroom, wandering, panicked eyes going over

every crevice when the closet door wooshes open and Wanda steps

out, clearly biting back a smile as I let out a he y breath of relief.

Wanda strides over to the bed, sitting on the edge with a little bounce

as I shut the door.

"So... Natasha?" She teases, smiling back at me with her brows raised

as I instantly stammer over my protests.

"Absolutely not! She's just being a little bitch— she was going on and

on this morning about me being weird and having sex dreams

because I was cleaning!"

"You were cleaning?" Somehow, out of everything I said, that part

intrigues her the most.

"Why is that so surprising!" I exclaim, hopping onto the bed as Wanda

shi s to turn to me, nose scrunched up in a smile as I bite back my

own.

"Because you don't look like you clean— at all! Why were you

cleaning?" She asks as I scoot far back enough to rest my torso

against the headboard, grabbing a pillow to snake my arms around.

"I just felt like it." I defend begrudgingly.

"Was it... because I was coming?" She asks, amusement glimmering

in her green eyes as I sco  lightly.

"You wish you were that important." I reply jokingly.

"You are a terrible liar." She laughs, rising to her feet and walking to

the opposite end of the bed.

Her eyes find the copy of the book I was reading situated on the

nighstand, The Picture of Dorian Gray and curiously eyes it before

taking it into her hands and taking a seat once again. She li s the

book slightly, almost as if to show me and waves it in the air to grab

my attention.

"You were reading this?" She asks, a ghost of surprise hiding behind

her words as I o er her a nod.

"Oscar... Wilde." She reads slowly, curiously tracing her fingers over

the hard cover. She looks so enamored, so genuinely full of curiosity

as her ring riddled fingers explore every crevice.

Her mouth parts slightly, autumn hair cascading down like sunlight

through a sheer curtain. Her eyes are fuelled by the questions

swirling in her mind, turning the item over as her eyebrows twitch

into a subtle furrow. There was a tenderness in the way she held the

literature in her pale hands, almost as though she was afraid that a

single mishap would turn it to ash.

"You don't know him?" I ask, hoping my tone doesn't give away my

awe as Wanda turns to me and hesitantly shakes her head.

"I could tell you about it. If it's not too boring for you." I o er so ly

and she doesn't respond, she only crawls into bed further and

situates herself right next to me, back pressed to the headboard and

legs crossed over one another as she hands me the book. She was so

close that our knees were practically touching, not that I cared.

Of course not.

"So Oscar Wilde— he's a famous Irish poet. A lot of his works are

pretty well known but this one, it's my favorite. You can't imagine

how happy I was to see it in Natasha's pile." I begin, my fingers

trailing down the side of the pages before gently flipping it open.

"What's this about?" Wanda hums from beside me, her voice was so

small, so fragile in a whisper like we were in our own little bubble.

"So basically, Dorian Gray is a handsome young man back in the

1800's. There's this painter, Basil Hallward who creates a portrait of

Dorian." I begin, restraining myself from sounding like a complete

nerd talking about a book I've read at least a hundred times.

"To Dorian, beauty is the only thing in life worth pursuing so he

makes a wish to never age, that only the portraid made of him will

feel the e ects of time. It eventually comes true and he embarks on

this— this recklessly destructive journey to indulge in every and any

sort of beauty he comes across." I share slowly, looking to Wanda

who stares back in genuine intrigue, arms also wrapped tightly

around a pillow that's pressed to her chest.

"In his fixation on beauty, he destroys a lot of things— people along

the way and realizes that despite keeping his youth and beauty on

the outside, the portrait of him becomes so hideous that it's barely

recognizeable." I add, mindlessly si ing through the pages.

"As the consequences of his selfish nature catch up to him, he

eventually kills the artist who painted the portrait and tries to live

with the guilt of all he's caused." With this, Wanda's eyes spark of

sadness, seemingly fully immersed in the story as she glances

between me and the book.

"What happens in the end?" She asks so ly, looking sincerely

troubled as I fight a small smile daring to creep onto my lips.

"Well...In the end, in a desperate attempt at absolution, he realizes

that confronting and confessing would be the only way to fix all he

had broke so he takes the same knife he used to kill the painter and

destroys the portrait of himself." I reply, closing the book.

"In doing so, he ultimately kills himself and when his servants find his

corpse, he looks unrecognizably horrific while the portrait of him

returns to its original state, showing a young and beautiful Dorian

once again." I conclude, meeting her eyes once again as she slumps

into the cushion, gears turning behind her eyes.

"Why do you like it? It sounds so... sad." Wanda hums, a light ghost of

a pout on her lips as I set the literature aside.

"It makes me wonder. All i've seen so far in this world don't begin to

reflect the beauty Dorian chased and loved so much, It just makes me

wonder if i've been looking in the wrong places." I hum with

nonchalance.

"Isn't the whole point of the book about beauty not being

everything?" Wanda counters, curious eyes glued to me as I hang my

head back, releasing a so  breath.

"Yes, technically— but it's also about how powerful it is. I'm just

wondering, if something so beautiful exists that's worth tarnishing

your soul." I think aloud and this time, a comfortable silence blankets

us both.

We settle into our own thoughts, each of us completely satisfied with

company and silence. It was almost peaceful, existing with her. It

reminded me a lot of how we first met, of nights on the cold cement

floor talking into the grates of a vent and being okay with the silence,

because I knew she was right there.

"Would you do it?" She asks a er a while, turning to look at me.

"Do what?"

"If you found something beautiful enough." She adds, expounding on

her question without asking directly.

"I've done it for much less. But yes, if I did find something beautiful

enough." I shrug, watching as a small, gentle smile appears on her

lips.

"Tell me." She hums.

"Tell you what?"

"If you ever find it, I want to know." She completes, leaning into me

close enough for a so  nudge as my eyes travel over her features. She

looks so relaxed, so real— just sitting there with a ghost of a smile

and her cool green eyes like the world hadn't torn her apart too. a1

Maybe I was cursed to ruin serenity, to shatter every peaceful

moment with the torturous screams of my thoughts slipping through

my fingers. I wanted nothing more than to stay in that little bubble, to

sink into the silence and keep my thrashing heart hidden beneath

skin and bones. But it doesn't work, my thoughts deem too relentless

and my restraint too weak when I find myself speaking against better

judgement.

"Why did you hate me?" It slips out, taking Wanda by surprise.

"Hate you?" She asks, evidently tensing up as I tear my eyes away.

"Sokovia, when we first met. You were... the first person I ever

considered to be my friend then when— when it was time to go you

just... threw me out like we didn't even know each other." I ask,

teetering on the edge of one of the biggest questions that had

haunted me for the better part of two years. I can feel Wanda stilled

beside me, barely breathing and burning a stare into the side of my

head.

I know I forgave her, but I didn't want to look.

"They told me it was you." Wanda breathes a er an excruciatingly

long abundance of time.

"Strucker said that you weren't a volunteer— that you were a

prisoner. That you helped with the war and that you had a hand in

the bombing of the orphanage." She finally discloses, her words

earning my horrified eyes as everything clicks into place. Her anger,

the resentment in her eyes— it all made sense.

"I found out the truth not long a er but you were gone and I lost

Pietro— I was in a new country with new people and I buried that

memory with the past. I couldn't handle it." She says in a pained

whisper, her frail and shaky voice filling the cold air.

"When I saw you again in the jet, I didn't recognize you but I think a

part of me did. I felt... dread, fear and maybe even loss too. I didn't

know what to make of it so I took it out on you." She continues so ly.

"I'm sorry, I really am." She says and this time, she doesn't keep to

herself. Her hand finds my own, gently resting hers upon mine as the

cold metal of her rings press against my skin.

I should have been cold, but I was burning.

Hearing her say those words, looking back on one of the biggest

mysteries in my life and having it finally answered— was a sensation I

couldn't have imagined. It was almost bittersweet, feeling the last

spark of resentment wash away with those two words was freeing

and scary all at once.

I didn't know how to take her without the scars of our past, and now

that everything has been laid to rest it was like we were on foreign

ground again. But her hand was on mine, and I could feel her rings

flush against my skin and she was looking at me with the most

sincerity I had ever received in a lifetime and something terrifyingly

similar to hope wells up in my chest.

"When did you remember?" I manage to push out amidst the heavy

atmosphere, my thumb barely gracing the tips of her fingers before

she retracts them back to herself.

"The night of the party. I overheard Nat and Tony talking about you

being in Sokovia and it just... hit me. I realized why being around you

hurt so much and felt familiar at the same time so I went to look for

you and found you nearly unconscious in the hall." She divulges, and

like a broken dam the flood of memories rush back in. Her arms

around me, her whispers in my ear, her telling me she was real— the

gentleness.

She saved me because she remembered.

I couldn't forget that moment even if i tried. Even the most mundane

details would haunt me to the end of time, the rings she wore, she

shirt she had on, the way her eyes were a darker shade of green

against the bedroom light and the way that in that split second, I

realize something for myself that terrifies and pulls the pieces

together in one go. My bones ached, knees weak and chest filling to

the brim with a million di erent emotions running through me,

spilling past my fingertips in waves of electricity that guts me and

warms me all at once.

I realize that Martina was right.

"I still want to be your friend." Wanda says so ly, almost shamefully

as I'm frozen in place, rummaging through a storm in my own head. a4

"You are." I breathe, willing myself out of my little trance as my eyes

fall to the pillow on my lap.

"I wish I never listened. I can't help but wonder what would have

happened and we just... le  with you. Maybe Pietro would still be

alive, maybe I wouldn't have hurt all those people— maybe we could

have had a normal life." She spills her thoughts, vulnerability shining

through every word as she sinks against the headboard in defeat,

head perched to turn to me as I fiddle with the ends of the pillowcase.

"We could never have a normal life, we're not normal." I say amidst a

bittersweet smile.

"Maybe not, but we could have done more. We could have been free,

somehow— for some time. Maybe we could have gone to Paris, we

could have seen the world. Pietro would have loved it." She somberly

shares as a picture paints in my head, one I wish I could bury into

denial much longer.

"What would we have done, then?" I ask, entertaining her ideals in

the hopes of masking my own.

"We could go to museums, be di erent people at every bar, we could

eat everything and anything we wanted and just... be small." She

dreamily sighs.

"Small?"

"Yeah, small. Not heroes or vigilantes or science experiments, we

could be small and just... disappear into a crowd. Nobody would bat

an eye or run away, we could just exist." She says it with so much

childlike wonder, her eyes shining with imagination of what could

have been and an idea sparks in my head.

Maybe it's the heat of the moment, or the vulnerability of the night

but the idea glows amidst the darkness with the purity of light, sitting

there looking so pristine and hopeful. I probably shouldn't have said

it, or even presented it at all but she was talking with so much

sincerity and passion and it slips past my filters before I could take it

back.

"So let's be small." I say.

"What?"

"We'll be small. This week, before everything happens— we'll be as

small and mundane as possible. We'll do everything we could have

done if we weren't.... us. Just to be small." I present, the excitement

in my tone bleeding through as Wanda bites back a smile, looking at

me with curiosity.

"You think that's possible?" She asks with amused hesitance.

"Anything is possible. Let's start with something small— what have

you always wanted to do that we can do right now, in this room?" At

my question, she almost chokes on air before composing herself and

scanning the room. a1

"Uhm— dance?" She replies with playful uncertainty, taking me

entirely by surprise as I get up from the bed.

"Dance?" I reiterate in confusion, and she nods.

"Like— what kind of dance?" I question further, watching as Wanda

follows suit and rises to her feet, heading immediately to the stack of

vinyl records right by Nat's player and meticulously going through

every one. I stood right by her side, peeking over her shoulder as she

slips a record in and ' Will You Love Me Tomorrow? by Carole King'

begins to fill the space.

"This is a... slow song." I point out, lightly clearing my throat as she

turns to me.

"I know. I've never slow danced." She hums, extending a hand out for

me to take as I sink into my spot, frozen with my heart lodged in my

throat.

There was still a huge part of me that wanted to run, to spiral into

regret and hostility because things were getting too close— but she's

got a warm smile and hopeful eyes and before I could even tell myself

to step away, my hand is in hers and she's pulling me closer, close

enough for me to feel every breath she took.

"Friends do this, don't they?" She whispers, arms draped lazily over

my shoulders as mine linger awkwardly on her hips, barely even

touching.

"Yeah." I breathe and she smiles the smile that lightly scrunches her

nose before resting her head gently against my cheek and swaying to

the music.

"I feel small already." She mumbles so ly, barely above the music as I

finally give in, pushing aside all the confusion and panic in those few

moments where the music envelops us and hides us away from the

world.

"You're really wasting your first slow dance on me?" I bite back a

smile, my hands finally pressing flat against her waist as she chuckles

so ly.

"You're my friend. It's not a waste." She says, lightly humming along

to the song.

Those few minutes felt like a lifetime, a lifetime of me wishing the

music would never stop, a lifetime of wishing it could be that easy. I

realize now why I gravitated towards her every single time, even

when I wanted nothing more than to hate her completely, than to

resent her sincerely without all the confusion— without the back and

forth.

As nervous as my heart was, holding her in that moment felt a lot like

de ja vu. Like finding a place you know you've never been to and yet it

feels so familiar, almost like home in a strange, comforting way. In

those few minutes of pure vulnerability, I let myself admit one thing

that I could go back to burying when the sun rises once again

I didn't hate Wanda Maximo , not at all.

"You've never had like— a prom? or some sort of ball?" I ask as the

music begins to fade, my grip on her loosening instantly.

"We didn't have that in Sokovia. Education there wasn't...

traditional." She replies so ly, pulling away. 

The lack of warmth instantly strikes me as she steps back, arms

dropping back to her side as I reel from the disconnection. Wanda

goes to put on another record, one more upbeat before plopping

down onto the bed, arms sprawled across the mattress as she looks

directly to the ceiling. I hesitantly follow her actions, taking up the

space next to her with our feet swinging o  the end.

"You want me back tomorrow?" She hums amidst the music, keeping

her eyes at the ceiling as I do the same.

"Yeah, I do." I reply, a small smile crawling onto my lips as she

promptly flips over on her stomach, propped up on her elbows with

her chin resting against the palms of her hands.

"I never expected this, y'know." She says, looking to me with the

ghost of a smile sweeping her features. I shi  to steady myself upon

my elbows, li ing my upper body enough to comfortably meet her

gaze.

"Expected what?"

"That we'd be friends. Over a month ago you were trying to kill me in

the compound training room." She reminds playfully, green eyes

sparkling with amusement as the prior events tumble through my

memories.

"In my defense, you were a nightmare to teach." Wanda grimaces at

my words, looking utterly shocked at my statement as she shakes her

head lightly.

"You were a horrible teacher." She defends.

"Was not! You'd use your magic against me any time you get the

chance. Flung me across the room like some rag doll." I sco ,

plopping back down onto the mattress.

"I like this." Wanda eventually drops the argument, settling down

upon the mattress once more as I turn to look at her, face mushed up

against the back of her hand as she stares back at me amidst a

genuine smile.

"Like what?" I ask, the world slowing around us as she takes a breath.

"Feeling small with you." a2

Continue reading next part 
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